Become a part of our Global Tracking Team
Nepa is looking for a Senior Analyst to the Global Tracking Team, a figure loving team
player who will add value to our worldwide projects in terms of execution and project
management. You will join our office in Mumbai and report to the Head of the Global
Tracking Team.

Your role as our Senior Analyst in the Global Tracking Team
You will develop, lead and execute tracking processes and execute daily tracking work
together with the Global Tracking Team. You will take responsibility to educate both
Indian and International colleagues about tracking processes and their scope. You will be
a part of a team that works continuously towards improving efficiency, reducing costs and
developing best practices in Tracking.

Your profile as our Senior Analyst in the Global Tracking Team
We are looking for a powerful synergy between solid leadership, a passionate drive to
develop yourself and your team colleagues, and a structured mind that can thrive in a
rapid and constantly growing environment. You have a degree in engineering or business
and (3 to 5 years) relevant work experience in market research with experience of a
management role. To succeed in this role, you need to be structured, highly-driven and
able can work independently.

A few more things






You have excellent oral and written communication skills in English
You have a knack for negotiation and you like to maintain a positive working
relationship with others
You have excellent knowledge in SQL, Excel and good knowledge in other MS
Office programs
You share our core values (Passion, Innovation and Cooperation)
You take pride in delivering high level of services. We are known for that

Nepa help companies to accelerate their business
performance by becoming customer centric at their
fingertips. We help you bridge the gap between
insight and action to facilitate a customer centric
decision making. By merging behavioural data with
customer feedback data, our clients turn the voice
and the footprints of the consumer into financial
KPI:s and provide it to the right stakeholder in realtime
Headquartered in Stockholm, Sweden with local
presence in Denmark, Finland, UK, US, India,
Norway, Singapore (rep), and China (rep).
Read more about Nepa here.

Application
Please register your application here. We process applications as we receive them. For
questions about the position, do not hesitate to contact hr@nepa.com.
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